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Abstract— In this work we present a per-subchannel nonlinear equalizer for a class of filter bank based multicarrier (FBMC) systems.
We consider the class of exponentially modulated FBMCs with offset
quadrature amplitude modulated (OQAM) input symbols. We design a
fractionally spaced decision feedback equalizer (DFE) that minimizes
the mean squared error (MMSE) and takes into account the inter(sub)channel interference (ICI). The input of each equalizer comprises
only the output of each subchannel. In the simulation results we show
that, despite its increased computational complexity, the performance and
the higher bandwidth efficiency of OQAM FBMC systems makes them
a competitive alternative to conventional multicarrier systems like cyclic
prefix based orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (CP-OFDM).

I. I NTRODUCTION
The advantages of using multicarrier (MC) modulation in broadband wired and wireless communication systems is widely known.
The idea to divide the frequency spectrum into many narrow subchannels is not new, but only in the last decade a widespread use
in practical systems could be observed. There are many classes of
MC systems, but the CP-OFDM is certainly the most investigated. It
offers the advantage of efficient and simple implementation and trivial
channel equalization. Because of the insertion of redundancy (CP),
only one tap per subchannel is necessary to compensate the frequency
selectivity of the channel. Drawbacks of using CP-OFDM include
a loss in spectral efficiency, because some redundancy is inserted,
a higher level of out-of-band radiation, since the subcarriers pulseshaping is trivial, and a higher sensibility to narrowband interferers,
because the low attenuation of the sidelobes implies an undesired
overlap of the subchannels.
CP-OFDM is based on the general MC concept of transmultiplexers, which are composed of exponentially modulated analysis
and synthesis filter banks, also called FBMC systems. Of particular
interest are the maximally decimated filter banks. Instead of using a
rectangular window for shaping the pulses a finite impulse response
(FIR) prototype filter that has longer impulse response than the
symbol period, i.e. the number of filter coefficients is higher than
the number of subchannels M , is modulated by complex exponentials
and employed in each subchannel. As a consequence, the latter can be
more concentrated in frequency and only the overlap of immediately
adjacent subchannels is significant. But it is known from filter banks
and communications theory [1] that the real and imaginary part of
the inputs of such a system have to be staggered, resulting in OQAM
signals.
The equalization problem in FBMC systems is still an area of active
research. We focus here on solutions that depend only on the outputs
of each subchannel. In this way per-subchannel equalizers work
like single carrier (SC) equalizers for OQAM modulated symbols,
but with the difference that ICI is present. Since noise cannot be
considered white at the output of a filter with bandwidth smaller

than the sampling frequency, we have to consider it in the equalizer
design.
From communications theory [2] it is known that the optimal
receiver for a frequency selective (band limited) channel with band
limited transmit signal and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
is composed by a (analog) matched filter (MF), a sampling device (at
symbol rate) and a maximum likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE).
But the latter is usually impractical in terms of complexity. Two
practical sub-optimum solutions with lower computational burden are
the linear equalizer (LE) and the DFE that work at symbol rate.
An analog filter matched to the transfer function formed by the
transmitter filter and the transmission channel is not easy to be
designed (e.g. due to channel variations and the difficult estimation).
Alternatively, the receive filter is designed to match the transmitted
signal, and is followed by a fractionally spaced equalizer (FSE).
In an FBMC system with OQAM input symbols the equalizer can
be inserted before the de-staggering, leading to an FSE working at
2/T , where 1/T is the symbol rate.
In [3] the author has presented a first solution to the equalization
problem in an OQAM FBMC system. The coefficients of the linear
MMSE FSE have been calculated iteratively using a steepest descent
method and no closed form solution is given. In [4] both a linear
equalizer and DFE for a general class of FBMCs have been presented,
but they use the output of many subcarriers to feed the equalizer. The
authors of [5] have extended the solution of [3] to the DFE case using
three feedback filters for each subchannel. The authors of [6] have
proposed some solutions for the LE for another class of exponentially
modulated FBMC systems. The solution is based on the minimization
of the MSE in the frequency domain instead of minimizing the ISI
directly. Some analytical solutions have been given, but the choice
of the number of coefficients is limited to three. In a recent work
[7] we have derived a closed formula for the linear per-subchannel
FSE according to the MMSE criterion for a class of OQAM FBMC
systems.
In this paper we have extended the results presented in [7] and have
computed the optimum (according the MMSE criterion) coefficients
of the per-subchannel fractionally spaced DFE for an OQAM based
FBMC system. Our solution takes into account the ICI and the noise
correlations introduced by the receive filters.
A. Notation
We employ the following notation throughout this work: The real
and imaginary parts of a signal, an impulse response or a matrix are
(R)
and Im[(•)] = (•)(I) , viz. (•) = (•)(R) +
written as Re[(•)]
√= (•)
j (•)(I) , with j = −1. Vectors with a time index n ∈ are always
T a
stack of signal samples, e.g. x[n] = x[n], x[n−1], . . . , x[n−N ] ∈
N+1 , where N is explicitly given each time. I N denotes the N ×N
identity matrix. 0M , 0M ×N and eν represent an M -dimensional zero

vector, an M × N zero matrix and a vector with a 1 in the ν-th
position and all the other elements equal to zero.
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II. OQAM FBMC SYSTEM STRUCTURE
A general FBMC system overview is given in Fig. 1. The transmitter is usually called the synthesis filter bank (SFB) and the receiver
the analysis filter bank (AFB). We assume that the complex input
symbols dk [m] are QAM modulated, independent and identically
distributed.
In the SFB the real and imaginary parts of each complex inputs
dk [n] are staggered as shown in Fig. 2 generating OQAM signals
xk [n] at the double symbol rate. Those signals are upsampled by
M/2 and fed into the transmitter subfilters, that are defined as
hk [l] = h0 [l] exp (j 2πkl/M ) ,

l = −KM/2, . . . , KM/2,

III. MMSE PER - SUBCHANNEL DFE
We consider here an FBMC system where only adjacent subchannel filters overlap significantly, i.e. the interference of non-adjacent
subchannels is negligible, assuming that the prototype filter has a high
attenuation level in the stop-band. That is usually true for K ≥ 4.
Thus, the received vector y k [n] ∈ N containing the samples of the
received signal before the OQAM de-staggering can be approximated
by
y k [n] ≈ Gk xk [n] + M k xk−1 [n] + N k xk+1 [n] + Γk η[l],

(2)

and
∈
are the corresponding convowhere
lution matrices belonging to the impulse responses gk [n], mk [n] and
nk [n] as exhibited in Fig. 3. We assume that those impulse responses
have length Q giving L = N + Q − 2. Note that gk [n] is the impulse
response from the input to the output of the actual subchannel and
mk [n] and nk [n] are the impulse responses from the inputs of the
adjacent subchannels to the output of the actual subchannel. The
matrix Γk comprises the filtering of the white Gaussian noise η[l]
with hk [l] and the downsampling by M/2. Γk inserts correlation in
the noise samples transforming it into colored noise.
The vector xk [n] ∈ L+1 , i.e. with the samples of the signal after
the staggering in Fig. 2 and before the upsampling in Fig. 3, can be
written as

T
ak [m], j bk [m], ak [m−1], . . . , xk [n−L] , k even,

T
xk [n] = 
j bk [m], ak [m], j bk [m−1], . . . , xk [n−L] , k odd,
(3)
where n = 2m, m ∈ and the last element xk [n − L] depends on
L and k according to Table I.
The structure of the proposed DFE for even indexed subchannels
is shown in Fig. 4. In the case of odd indexed subchannels the delay
elements are moved to the opposite branch resulting in an exchange
Gk ,
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where h0 [l] is called the prototype filter and has length KM +1. It is
worth noting that the exponential modulation of the prototype filter
can be implemented efficiently using the polyphase decomposition
and the fast Fourier transform (FFT) (e.g., see [8]).
After the subfilters, all the signals are added up, forwarded to the
radio frequency (RF) processing and transmitted. At the receiver after
the RF processing the signal is filtered again and downsampled (cf.
Fig. 3). The downsampled signal is equalized and then the OQAM
samples are de-staggered. As we will show in the next section, the
de-staggering is a building block of the DFE structure.
It is worth mentioning that the impulse response hch [l] in Fig. 3
encompasses the whole processing between the SFB and the AFB
and the multipath propagation channel.

+
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TABLE I
L AST ELEMENT OF VECTOR xk [n]
xk [n−L]
k even
k odd

L even
ak [m−L/2]
j bk [m−L/2]

L odd
j bk [m−L/2]
ak [m−L/2]

of the roles of real and imaginary parts in time. The output of the
downsampling yk [n] is then filtered by the subcarrier feedforward
filter wk [n] of length N . From this signal the output of the feedback
filter fk [n] of length B + 1 is subtracted. The resulting signal is fed
into the de-interleaver Ok and finally the symbols are detected in a
decision device. The detected symbols are then used by the feedback
filter.
If we assume that the received symbols are correctly detected, the
input of the feedback filter x̂k [n] ∈ B+1 can be defined as
⎧
[ak [m−ν −1], bk [m−ν −1], ak [m−ν −2],
⎪
⎪
k even,
⎨
. . . , x̂k [n−2ν −B]]T ,
x̂k [n] = 
bk [m−ν −1], ak [m−ν −2], bk [m−ν −2],
⎪
⎪
 T k odd,
⎩
. . . , x̂k [n−2ν −B] ,
(4)
where the last element x̂k [n−2ν−B] depends on B and k according
to Table II.
TABLE II
L AST ELEMENT OF VECTOR x̂k [n]
x̂k [n−2ν −B]
k even
k odd

B even
bk [m−ν −B/2]
ak [m−ν −B/2]

B odd
ak [m−ν −B/2]
bk [m−ν −B/2]

The estimation of the real and the imaginary parts of the transmitted symbol after the equalization is given by
H
âk [m] = Re w H
k y k [n]−f k x̂ k [n]
(R),T

= wk

(R)

(I),T

y k [n]+w k

(I)

(R),T

y k [n]−f k

x̂k [n],

(5)

H
b̂k [m] = Im w H
k y k [n−1]−f k x̂ k [n−1]
(R),T

= wk

(I)

(I),T

y k [n−1]−w k

(R)

(I),T

y k [n−1]−f k

x̂k [n−1].
(6)

Fig. 5 shows an example of a desired impulse response after the
equalization and before the downsampling by two when no residual
ISI is present. Except for the sample with amplitude one, all the others
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with filled circles have value zero, whereas those with an x-mark are
allowed to have any value (don‘t cares).
Our design criterion is the MMSE between the estimated signal
dˆk [m] = âk [m] + j b̂k [m] and the input signal dk [m] = ak [m] +
j bk [m]. But if ak [m] and bk [m] are wide-sense stationary and
uncorrelated, i.e. E [ak [m]bk [m + m ]] = 0, ∀m ∈ , we can
decompose the error into its real and imaginary part. The optimization
problem for the real part can expressed by


(7)
(w k,o , f k,o ) = arg min E |âk [m]−ak [m−ν]|2 ,
(w k ,f k )

(R)

y k [n] = Re [y k [n]] ≈Gk xk [n]+M k xk−1 [n]+
(R)
(R)
(I)
N k xk+1 [n]+Γk η (R) [l]−Γk η (I) [l],

(8)
(I)

(I)

(I)

y k [n] = Im [y k [n]] ≈Gk xk [n]+M k xk−1 [n]+
(I)

(R)

(I)

N k xk+1 [n]+Γk η (I) [l]+Γk η (R) [l],

(9)

Desired OQAM impulse response

where xk [n] is obtained from (2) and (3) by shifting the j of each
imaginary entry of xk [n] into the matrix Gk what we define as Gk .
The same is done with M k and N k . The dimensions do not change,
but each second column of the matrices is multiplied by j , before
either the real or imaginary part of the matrices is taken, as performed
in (8) or (9).
As stated before, we consider that the complex input symbols
are i.i.d. Additionally we assume that they have variance σd2 =
E [d[m]d∗ [m]]. We define the variance of the stationary AWGN as
ση2 = E[η[l]η ∗ [l]].
If we plug (5), (8) and (9) into (7) and apply the orthogonality
principle, viz. E [ε∗ y k [n]] = 02N+B+1 , where ε = âk [m]−ak [m−ν]
(R),T

and y k [n] = y k
(R),T

where the delay ν depends on the prototype filter, the equalizer and
the propagation channel lengths and can be optimized for minimizing
the MSE. Because we have not dealt with the optimization of that
delay, we have used a fixed value for it throughout the simulations.
Both âk [m] and b̂k [m] are functions of the feedforward filter
coefficients wk,n , but from (5) and (6) it is clear that, in order
(R)
to obtain âk [m], only the real part of the feedback filter fk,n is
(I)
relevant, and to obtain b̂k [m] only the imaginary part fk,n . That also
(R)
means that solving (7) leads only to f k,o , while solving for b̂k [m]
(I)
and bk [m − ν] leads to the same result for w k,o and only to f k,o .
(R)
(I)
However, it can be proven that in this case f k,o = f k,o .
(R)
(I)
We can write the vectors y k [n] and y k [n] in (5) and (6) as
(R)
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∈ 2N , we end up with

σd
T
H kH T
w k,o
k +F k F k +R η,k − √2 H k J ν
2
=
(R)
σd
σd T
f k,o
−√
J ν H Tk
I B+1
2
2

with the matrix definitions

σd G(R)
k
Hk = √
(I) ,
2 Gk
Rη,k =

ση2  ,T
Γ Γ ,
2 k k

−1

σ
√d H k eν
2

0B+1

,

(10)


(R)
σd M (R)
Nk
k
Fk= √
(I)
(I) ,
2 Mk Nk

(R)
(I)
Γk
Γ
Γk = k(I)
(R) ,
Γk −Γk

and J ν is of size (L + 1) × (B + 1) and is defined as
⎧
T
⎪
0(ν+1)×(B+1) I B+1 0(L−B−ν−1)×(B+1) , L−ν > B +1,
⎪
⎪
⎨
T
I B+1
J ν = 0(ν+1)×(B+1) 0
,
L−ν < B +1,
(L−ν)×(B+ν−L+1)
⎪
⎪
T
⎪
⎩
L−ν = B +1.
0(ν+1)×(B+1) I B+1 ,
(11)
If perfect channel knowledge is available at the receiver, (10) gives
the MMSE DFE solution in closed form.

IV. S IMULATION RESULTS

A. Complexity analysis
In [7] we have derived the increase in the computational overhead
of an OQAM FBMC system in relation to a CP-OFDM system.
We have considered an efficient implementation and have taken into
account only the length of the LE, not its computation. Besides
the FFT, also the polyphase filtering has to be accounted for in an
FBMC system. Since there is only one equalizer per subchannel, the
additional increase in complexity is a linear function of the number
of subcarriers.
It turned out that, in the considered framework with an FBMC
system the number of multiplications for each received symbol is in
the order of five times that of an CP-OFDM system. The difference
in the case of a DFE is that half of the length of the feedback filter
has to be added to the length of the feedforward filter and then used
as the total length of the equalizer, because of purely real (imaginary)
feedback coefficients.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this contribution we have investigated the problem of channel
equalization in OQAM FBMC systems. We have derived a closed

10

(uncoded) BER

We have simulated the performance of the OQAM FBMC system
applying the per-subcarrier DFE and the LE of [7] in a WiMAX
framework. A sampling rate M/T = 11.2 MHz and a transmission
bandwidth of 10 MHz have been considered. The input symbols have
been modulated using 16-QAM.
We have considered two versions of the subchannel bandwidth,
i.e. two different total numbers of subchannels in the FBMC. First,
following the standard, we have used M = 1024 with a subchannel
bandwidth of 10.94 kHz, where only 840 subchannels have been
occupied with input symbols, the others had zero input. Then we
have reduced the total number of subchannels to M = 256 with a
subchannel bandwidth of 43.75 kHz, and occupied 210 subchannels.
The data rate is the same for both configurations. But since the
subchannels are wider for a lower M , the channel equalization is
even more challenging. For that reason, we have also increased the
length of the equalizers to evaluate its effectiveness. The motivation
to use wider subchannels in an FBMC system is to benefit from a
lower sensitivity to carrier frequency offset (CFO) and to Doppler
effects, and a lower peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR).
As prototype filter we have employed a truncated version of a root
raised cosine filter with K = 4 and roll-off factor ρ = 0.5, as this kind
of filter is nearly Nyquist (nearly ISI-free) and with that roll-off factor
only immediately adjacent subchannels have a significant overlap. A
lower K would imply a higher interference between non-adjacent
subchannels.
As channel model we have chosen the power delay profile of the
Extended Typical Urban from 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) in
an static environment, i.e. without any Doppler effects.
Some simulation results in terms of uncoded bit error ratio (BER)
as a function of Eb /N0 are depicted in Fig. 6. In all the DFE
simulations we have used B = 1, i.e. the feedback filter had length
2. We notice that there is a loss in performance, if M is reduced
and N and B are kept unchanged. However, the DFE performs
considerably better than the LE in high Eb /N0 regimes. But if N is
increased, a better performance is achieved, since a longer equalizer
can compensate for higher frequency variations inside one subchannel
coming along with the advantages listed above. It is worth mentioning
that wider subcarriers are not desirable in CP-OFDM systems, as that
would considerably reduce the spectral efficiency.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between LE and DFE for different equalizer lengths and
different number of subcarriers

form solution for the per-subchannel DFE using the MMSE as design
criterion. The analytical result holds only if no errors occur in the
decision device.
Our results have shown that the DFE has a similar or improved
performance in comparison to the LE for static channels. They have
also illustrated that the increase in the subchannel bandwidth can be
effectively compensated by the use of longer equalizers, i.e. without
any performance loss.
The analytical solution has a high complexity in the calculation of
the equalizer coefficients. In situations where Doppler effects are an
issue an adaptive equalizer is necessary as we have proposed in [9].
The issue of channel estimation remains for future investigations.
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